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Mega zone to focus

on commodities
Abu Dhabi to lure foreign investors; targets global markets
By Ehab Shmuly

Abu Dhabl
The $3 billion free trade zone for

n s totallv differ"
habl le a"middle
noint between East and West and
we'Il serve a region where 5,5 bil"

lion peonle live and where the

value of the commodities trade is

$412 billion nnd the annual
growh rate is 3.5 ro 4 per cent,"

said.
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It will inciudb speclalioed tucilitles for 67 basic commodilies,

Gulf and non-Gulf investors iri
the free zone," BaidAmin Eadr El-

Din, one 0f the zone's live board
members,

Barlier, Sheikh Hazza'a bin

Zayed AI Nahyan, chairman of
thc new free zone authority, said
the aim was that the zone would

industries, the returns are very
viabie," he explained.

El-Din. chdirman of the UAE
Offsets Group, said the new free
trade zone will solve many problems and help companies overcome hurdles such as obtaining
trade licenses.

ln addition, raw materials for

there

will be no

companies and individuals in the
UAE will be cheaperbecause "we
will have the international com-

competition

modities market here and thus
the economy

because faftz deals in containers

while the new zone will dealing
with raw material storage, trans"
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Sheikh Hazza'a said the island
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chairman said.

Sheikh Hazza'a bin Zaved Al Nahvan, chairman of the new free zone authority, and Mohammed Fadhil Al
Picture: GN
Hamily, Board membdr, addressing a press conference in Abu Dhabi yesterday.
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He did not say whert work on
the zone will begin but industry
sources said consultancy contracts for the project are cuffently being awarded and construction and equipment supply tenders are expected to go out in the
first quarter of 1997.

"A task force has heen set up to
determine the needs ofthe poten-

"Moreover, and following the

policy

of the

Presldent Hie

tial tenants in the zone and to Highness Sheikh Zayed bin
coordinate action between various governmental departments in
Abu Dhabi,'' Sheikh Hazza'a said
afterthelirstmeeting of the Board
of Directors.

Sultan Al Nahyan, we want the
largest number of nationals to
benefit from the opportunitier
that will be created by a project of
this nature," he added.

